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Key Points

� The National Education Association (NEA) is America’s largest labor union. Despite
its political and partisan nature, the NEA has the rare distinction of holding a federal
charter, granted by Congress in 1906.

� The NEA that received its federal charter in the early twentieth century bears no
resemblance to the politicized behemoth it has become today. The NEA has transformed
from a professional organization interested in improving schools into a political machine
that serves the ambitions of the Democratic Party.

� The NEA’s federal charter presents an opportunity for Congress to reform the NEA’s
governance and operations. Congress should create an oversight board of governors,
appointed by the president and confirmed by the Senate, to ensure that the NEA complies
with its charter. Congress should also direct the Department of Education to enforce
existing law requiring the NEA to file annual reports regarding the use of its property
and income; require the NEA to submit annually to the board of governors and to the
appropriate committees in the House and Senate a comprehensive report on the NEA’s
activities, as well as audited financial statements; authorize the Attorney General to
enforce NEA compliance with the charter; limit the NEA’s lobbying activities and prohibit
it from participating in election campaigns; and require the NEA to open all annual
meetings and representative assemblies to the public.

� Congress should also restore the NEA’s original name—the “National Teachers’
Association”—to mark its return to its original focus on teacher professionalism and
educational achievement.
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Executive Summary

With affiliates across the country to negotiate education policy with thousands of school districts, 
the National Education Association (NEA) is America’s largest labor union. The NEA and its affiliates 
together spend hundreds of millions of dollars on political races at the local, state, and federal 
levels—nearly all of which goes to support candidates of the Democratic Party—and to lobby 
lawmakers to adopt a progressive agenda, including on issues completely unrelated to education.  
The NEA has embraced the indoctrination of young people in critical race theory and gender 
ideology in the classroom and opposes traditional forms of school discipline to the detriment of 
classroom teachers and students. 

The NEA also holds a rare congressional “seal of approval” in the form of a federal charter, along 
with the American Red Cross, the National Trust of Historic Preservation, and the U.S. Olympic 
Committee. No other union enjoys this designation. Among other problems, this charter conveys 
legitimacy and credibility on the NEA’s nakedly political operation.

This report examines the circumstances under which Congress granted a federal charter to the NEA 
in 1906 and describes how the organization has mutated in such a way that it now undermines the 
very objectives that the original NEA pursued: “To elevate the character and advance the interests 
of the profession of teaching, and to promote the cause of popular education in the United States.” 
The organization’s story is one of militant organizers pushing for trade unionism for teachers and 
winning fights with political foes, as well as external influences that allowed the NEA to dominate 
the public-sector collective bargaining landscape and local, state, and federal political races and 
appointments over the last fifty years. These trends combined to make the NEA the thoroughly 
politicized behemoth—and opponent of education freedom, parents’ rights, and traditional family 
values—that exists today. In light of this politicization, Congress should conduct meaningful oversight 
of the NEA as a congressionally chartered organization. Specifically, this report recommends that 
Congress consider legislation imposing the following conditions on the NEA’s federal charter:

� Establish an oversight board of three governors within the NEA appointed by the president and 
confirmed by the Senate. The board would have the authority to scrutinize the inner workings of 
the NEA and its affiliates and to reject decisions of the NEA’s board of directors when they do not 
accord with the purposes set out in its federal charter; 

� Require the NEA to submit annually to the board of governors and to the appropriate committees 
in the House and Senate a report on the NEA’s activities, as well as audited financial statements; 

� Direct the Department of Education to enforce existing federal law requiring that the NEA file 
annual reports regarding how it has used its property and income and investigate why the NEA 
has, to this day, failed to abide by its legal obligation to file such reports; 

� Establish a mechanism for the U.S. Attorney General to compel the NEA to comply with the terms 
of its federal charter;  
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� Prohibit the NEA from lobbying as a substantial part of its activities and from participating in any 
campaign activity for or against political candidates; 

� Require the NEA to open to the public annual meetings and assemblies of the organization’s 
members; and 

� Redesignate the NEA to its original name, the National Teachers’ Association, to underscore the 
NEA’s return to its roots as an association dedicated to teacher professionalism and improvement 
in education.
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Introduction
Parents, taxpayers, and policymakers learned during the COVID-19 pandemic about the dire state of 
public schools. Plummeting math and reading test scores, a rising tide of disruption in classrooms, 
an epidemic of sexual assault, and the ideological indoctrination of students demonstrate that our 
public schools are failing to serve too many students.

A key driver of this decline is the teacher unions, which consistently oppose meaningful reforms 
that would reverse this alarming downward trajectory. The largest of these unions, the National 
Education Association (NEA), is central to the Democratic Party’s electoral and policy ambitions. 
It incorporates thousands of local and statewide affiliates to fight needed reforms and advocates, 
through lobbying and collective bargaining, for increased funding without accountability.   

The NEA also spends millions of dollars and employs other vast resources to elect federal, state, and 
local officeholders who tolerate the status quo in education. At the same time, the union advances 
a progressive policy agenda that blames the country’s problems on systemic racism and sexism,1 
attacks laws that aim to protect young children from graphic sexual material and instruction,2 and 
seeks to pack the Supreme Court in response to recent decisions on such issues as abortion3 and race-
based college admissions policies.4

Despite its embrace of extreme ideology and its 
critical role in left-wing politics, the NEA has 
been designated by Congress as one of ninety-
five “patriotic and national organizations” 
to hold a federal charter. Congress granted 
the NEA this charter in 1906, when the NEA 
was a very different organization serving 
purposes distinct from, and even in direct 
contradiction to, the goals it currently pursues. 
Today, the NEA’s status under federal law 
provides opportunities for Congress to demand 
institutional accountability from the union 
and to leverage reforms that benefit teachers, 
students, and parents.

This report first examines the NEA’s early days, when it received its federal charter and focused on 
professionalizing the practice of teaching. The report then describes how the NEA mutated into the 
political animal that it is today. Finally, this report proposes several conditions to the NEA’s charter to 
return the organization to its founding purpose focused on teacher professionalism.

I. The Early Days: “To elevate the character and advance the 
interests of the profession of teaching”
In 1857, ten state teachers’ associations held a meeting in Philadelphia to establish the National 

“

“
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Teachers’ Association (NTA).5 The invitation, written by Thomas Valentine, the president of the New 
York Teachers Association, read as follows:

We cordially extend this invitation to all practical teachers . . . who are willing to unite 
in a general effort to promote the general welfare of our country by concentrating the 
wisdom and power of numerous minds, and distributing among all the accumulated 
experiences of all; who are ready to devote their energies and their means to advance 
the dignity, respectability, and usefulness of their calling; and who, in fine, believe 
that the time has come when the teachers of the nation should gather into one great 
educational brotherhood.6

While there were fifteen state education associations at that time, no national organization promoted 
the profession of teaching,7 so as to raise standards in the profession and “promote the general 
welfare.” The organizational purposes expressed in the NTA’s first charter reflected an apolitical 
mission to advance educational objectives and teaching as a profession across the country: “To 
elevate the character and advance the interests of the profession of teaching, and to promote the 
cause of popular education in the United States.”8

The NTA subsequently grew through adoption, adding state education associations and other 
education-focused organizations to its ranks. In 1870, the NTA officially changed its name to the 
“National Educational Association” when it added as departments the American Normal School 
Association, the National Association of School Superintendents, the Central College Association 
(which became the Department of Higher Education), and a Department of Elementary Education.9 
Its fusion with these non-teacher groups showed the NEA’s openness to ideas from a broad array of 
stakeholders during this time, in contrast with its current mission as an employee union focused on 
institutional self-interest.

According to the NEA’s anointed historian on its centennial, the organization’s “deliberately adopted 
philosophy” in its first fifty years was “to establish a profession,” not to advocate for “the personal 

welfare of either administrators or teachers.”10 
One likely reason for this lack of emphasis on 
employee welfare was the absence of classroom 
teachers in the NEA during that time, as  
“[t]he salary, tenure, and general prospects of the 
typical teacher scarcely warranted his joining a 
professional organization.”11 The main activity 
of the NEA during these years was to host an 
annual meeting; most teachers had little prospect 
of affording the cost of attending such meetings 
during this period.12

One must consider the status and goals of the NEA in light of the status of American education at 
the turn of the twentieth century. In 1900, a mere one out of fifteen eighteen-year-olds (6 percent) 
finished high school, as factories and farms accounted for the employment of four out of five workers 
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(80 percent).13 At that time, a mere 2 percent of the 18- to 24-year-old population of the United States 
was enrolled in institutions of higher education, compared to approximately 42 percent of this 
population in recent years.14 Society viewed education more as an extravagance, without relevance 
to the factory floor or family farm, than as a necessary stepping stone to a college diploma and career 
success. 

This helps explain why the NEA counted only 5,261 members in 1906, when Congress granted 
the organization a charter.15 It also helps explain why the organization at the time was far more 
interested in advancing “educational progress” across the country than promoting the rights of 
a subset of education employees.16 The activities of a then-important subsidiary of the NEA, the 
National Council of Education, reflected the benevolent aims of its parent organization, as it served 
“to provide a dignified forum for discussions,” produce reports and research, and sponsor hundreds 
of programs at the NEA’s annual meetings.17 

Like the American Medical Association18 or the American Bar Association19 of that era, the purpose of 
the NEA in 1906 was to research and publicize best practices and policies in the field of education to 
advance the common good of American society.

II. The Charter: “Purely an altruistic institution for the upbuilding 
of education in the United States”
On April 2, 1906, the U.S. House of Representatives debated a bill that would grant the NEA a federal 
charter incorporating the “National Education Association of the United States” as an entity under 
federal law. The NEA had already received a District of Columbia charter in 1886 under the laws 
of that jurisdiction.20 The NEA decided to use the expiration of the District charter in 1906 as an 
occasion to invite more attention and prestige by requesting a federal charter from Congress.21

In language that survives in federal law to this day, the legislation considered by Congress laid out 
the dual purposes of the NEA as follows: “to elevate the character and advance the interests of the 
profession of teaching” and “to promote the cause of education in the United States.”22 The legislation 
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granted to the NEA the general powers of a corporation, such as the right to sue and be sued in court, 
adopt by-laws, and “to take or receive . . . any real or personal estate, and to hold, grant, convey, hire, 
or lease the same for the purposes of its incorporation.”23 

The bill also granted to the NEA an exemption 
from taxes on all of its real property (i.e., land 
and buildings) in the District of Columbia 
and personal property, so long as this real 
and personal property “shall be used by the 
corporation for the educational or other 
purposes of the corporation. . . .”24 In light of this 
exemption, the bill required that the NEA, on an 
annual basis, submit to the U.S. Commissioner 
of Education (then a sub-cabinet level position 
in the Department of the Interior) “a report in 
writing stating in detail the property, real and 

personal, held by the corporation, and the expenditure or other use or disposition of the same, or the 
income thereof, during the preceding year.”25

The debate in the House over granting the NEA this federal charter sheds useful light on the 
members’ views of the purposes of that organization at the time. One supporter of the charter, 
Representative Edwin Webb of North Carolina, characterized the NEA as “purely an altruistic 
institution for the upbuilding of education in the United States” that was “devoted entirely to 
disseminating education.”26 Webb likened27 the NEA federal charter bill to contemporaneous 
legislation granting federal charters to the Carnegie Institution of Washington—established in 1902 
as a nonprofit “organization for scientific discovery” that today houses six scientific departments28—
and the “General Education Association”—likely referring to the General Education Board of the 
District of Columbia, which, during its existence between 1903 and 1964, focused on improving 
education in the American South and in medical science.29 Representative James Tawney of 
Minnesota described the NEA as “a national educational institution which is not only the pride of 
every American interested in national education but an educational organization unexcelled by any 
nation in the world.”30

Indeed, the controversy within the House debate over whether to grant the NEA a federal charter 
was not focused on the overall nature or purpose of the organization, but rather that the charter 
would take control over the expenditure of funds and other matters out of the hands of the general 
organizational membership and vest it in the organization’s board of trustees.31 Unsurprisingly, no 
member could then see that the NEA would transform into the largest public employee union in the 
United States and one of the country’s most powerful and divisive political advocacy groups. 

Comforted by the NEA’s posture as an altruistic organization focused solely on improving the 
education of young Americans, the House and Senate passed the legislation granting the NEA its 
federal charter, and President Theodore Roosevelt signed the bill into law.32

“

“
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In 1937, Congress passed and President Franklin Delano 
Roosevelt signed a law amending the NEA’s charter to 
permit the organization to modify its programs and 
structure without first seeking congressional approval.33 
In 1998, Congress passed and President Bill Clinton signed 
a law revoking the NEA’s special exemption from taxes 
on its real property in the District of Columbia (but not 
revoking its personal property tax exemption), declaring 
that its real property “shall be subject to taxation by the 
District of Columbia in the same manner as any similar 
organization.”34

III. The Transformation: “[I]f that 
means building a war chest to get 
friends of education elected—then 
we need to keep the old lid open and 
continue to plunk in the money.”
The transformation of the NEA from an organization 
focused on hosting annual informational meetings and 
determining how best to advance the profession of teaching 
into the largest labor union in the United States and a 
critical player in politics at every level of government 
arose from three factors: 1) the NEA’s massive growth and 
consolidation after it received its federal charter; 2) its 
decision to support affiliates in their pursuit of collective 
bargaining agreements with school districts; and 3) its 
embrace of partisan political activism.

A. Growth and Unification

No doubt due in part to its newfound prestige after 
receiving its federal charter, the NEA experienced 
unprecedented membership growth after 1906. By the end 
of World War I, NEA membership approximately doubled 
from 5,168 to 10,104. By 1923, NEA membership had grown 
over thirteen times, to 133,566. At its centennial in 1956, and 
on the eve of the organization’s strategic shift toward union 
and political activism, the membership of the NEA had 
ballooned to 659,190.35

The NEA’s membership growth in its second fifty years of 
existence can mostly be attributed to a fundamental shift in 
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strategy to advocate for better salaries and working conditions for classroom teachers. This occurred 
soon after Congress granted the NEA a charter. As one observer put it:

By 1910 the NEA was demonstrating some interest in teacher welfare; in the 1920’s 
it was vigorously advocating higher salaries and tenure laws; in the 1940’s it became 
almost militant in its defense of teachers and their rights; and in the 1950’s the NEA 
was leading the teachers’ demands for professional standards and for more reasonable 
work loads as well as for continued improvement in economic status.36

This growing “militancy” in pushing for higher teacher salaries and benefits stemmed from a 1905 
NEA study on tenure and salaries showing disparities between the salaries of classroom teachers 
and other school and district employees, as well as a divergence between urban and rural teacher 
salaries and between male and female teachers.37 

At its 1913 annual meeting in Salt Lake City, the NEA established a Department of Classroom 
Teachers, spearheaded by teachers and teacher organizers who wasted no time adopting “vigorous 
resolutions denouncing ‘arbitrary and perfunctory’ teacher-rating scales and calling for the 
establishment of advisory councils of teachers to give expert professional advice to superintendents 
and schools boards.”38 This energetic offensive in support of teacher rights and benefits certainly 
played a role in fueling the NEA’s membership increases in the next half-century. This expansion 
also necessitated a substantial growth in NEA staff, from fifty employees at the organization’s 
Washington, DC, headquarters in 1922 to 660 in 1956.39

Of course, there is nothing improper about an organization achieving success in terms of 
membership growth, much less advocating for the rights of teachers. Indeed, the lot of teachers 
early in the twentieth century was unenviable in terms of salary and employment conditions.40 The 
rapid growth and change in focus of the NEA between 1906 and 1956 demonstrate, however, that 

soon after it received its federal charter, the NEA 
became an organization that was very different 
from the small, purely “altruistic” group to 
which Congress granted this distinction. These 
developments also laid the groundwork for an 
era in which the NEA abandoned any claim 
to be pursuing better education in the United 
States and instead pursued better conditions for 
teachers through collective bargaining rights 
and the election of politicians who would do its 
bidding.

One other major development made the NEA’s rise possible: the unification of the national 
organization with its state and local affiliates. Prior to the 1940s, members of the NEA’s state 
affiliates were not required to become dues-paying members of the congressionally chartered 
NEA. That situation began to change in 1944, when the NEA’s annual Representative Assembly 
approved a five-year plan to unify membership at the local, state, and national levels. Gradually, 
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states adopted unification policies requiring a single enrollment to become a member of all three 
levels of the organization until a new constitution and bylaws, adopted by the NEA in 1972, required 
such unification. By 1976, affiliates in each state, the District of Columbia, and Puerto Rico, plus the 
Overseas Education Association, had unified their memberships with the national organization.41

One cannot overstate the impact of unification on the ability of the NEA to leverage its finances and 
membership to influence elections at every level and pursue uniform policies nationally. As one 
sympathetic observer characterized it:

The unification movement bound together the 10,000 local and 53 state organizations 
into a single united teaching profession, concluding an effort spanning more than forty 
years. This movement is in large part responsible for increasing NEA membership 
from 703,829 in 1957 to 1,709,693 in 1979; but unification goes beyond enrolling more 
members more efficiently. It means program coordination at all three levels—local, 
state, and national. This achievement has given confidence to members that the NEA 
now has the power to represent the interests of teachers and the American public 
schools in the local communities and the state and national capitals where public 
policies are made.42

The legislators who granted the NEA its federal charter certainly never contemplated the rise of 
an organization whose influence and self-interest wind through every level of government in the 
country.

B. Unionism

Prior to the public-sector employee collective bargaining revolution of the 1960s, President Franklin 
Delano Roosevelt’s declaration best expressed the prevailing view concerning collective bargaining 
in the public sector: “The process of collective bargaining, as usually understood, cannot be 
transplanted into the public service.”43 Even George Meany, the first president of the AFL-CIO, stated 
in 1955 that it is “impossible to bargain collectively with the Government.”44

Fidelity to these common-sense axioms began to erode after World War II. In 1959, the Wisconsin 
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legislature passed the first state law in the country granting government employees, including 
teachers, the right to engage in collective bargaining.45 A year later, the NEA Representative Assembly 
considered, for the first time ever, a proposed resolution regarding the negotiation of salaries 
and working conditions. After the Michigan delegation offered an amendment pushing for the 
establishment of education-specific mediation 
bodies in case teachers and school boards failed 
to reach an agreement on these matters, the 
New York State Teachers Association expressed 
concern that the amendment would subject 
teachers to general state labor laws, and 
the resolution was postponed until the 1961 
assembly.46

Meanwhile, following a New York City teacher 
strike in late 1960, the United Federation 
of Teachers (UFT)—a local affiliate of the 
AFL-CIO’s American Federation of Teachers 
(AFT)—compelled the New York City Board of 
Education to hold a referendum in 1961 that showed a majority of the city’s public-school teachers 
wished to adopt a system of collective bargaining.47 The vote on which organization would represent 
these teachers in negotiations with the city occurred that December. 

While the AFT had long advocated for the organization of teachers into local labor unions to 
influence school district policies on teacher pay and welfare and other matters,48 its New York City 
strike empowered voices within the NEA to pursue a similar course, but initially without the threats 
of strikes. At the 1961 NEA Representative Assembly, delegates considered a resolution with the 
following language:

The National Education Association believes, therefore, that professional education 
associations should be accorded the right, through democratically elected 
representatives, using appropriate professional channels, to participate in the 
determination of policies of common concern, including salary and other conditions 
for professional service.

The seeking of consensus and mutual agreement on a professional basis should 
preclude the arbitrary exercise of unilateral authority by boards of education and the 
use of the strike by teachers as a means for enforcing economic demands.49

A delegate from the Michigan Education Association proposed an amendment substituting the 
second paragraph above with a recommendation, as the Michigan delegation had proposed in 
1960, for disputes to be settled by education-oriented mediation bodies: “When common consent 
cannot be reached, the Association recommends that a board of review consisting of members 
of professional and lay groups affiliated with education should be used as a means of resolving 
extreme differences.”50 Notably, the new language removed the negative reference to teacher strikes 

“

“
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contained in the original resolution. With this amendment, the assembly passed the resolution51 and, 
nearly sixty years after Congress’s approval of its federal charter, oriented the NEA for the first time 
in its history toward government-employee unionism.

In December 1961, the UFT handily defeated the hurriedly composed NEA competitor group in the 
election choosing which union would collectively bargain with the New York City Board of Education 
on behalf of public-school teachers.52 According to a historian of the NEA, this election loss served 
as a wakeup call to the organization and signaled an important shift for America’s public education 
system:

The New York City campaign had a significant effect on the attitudes of teachers 
toward both collective bargaining and the use of the strike as a means of enforcing 
teachers’ demands. Although much of the activity was “stage-managed” to create 
that impression, the New York City strike appeared to teachers across the nation as a 
successful use of teachers’ collective power that forced concessions from the Board of 
Education. It therefore had an impact on both the thinking and actions of teachers and 
the NEA in the developing events of the early 1960s.53

In direct response to its election loss to the UFT among the teachers of New York City, the NEA 
launched the Urban Project to develop active associations within the NEA’s urban areas and train 
their leaders to organize against its AFT-affiliated opponents in local union elections.54 To dissociate 
the organization’s efforts from the AFT’s openly union-dominated aims (especially since the NEA 
still billed itself at the time as a 501(c)(3) tax-exempt organization under federal law), it labeled its 
collective bargaining efforts as “professional negotiation,” as set out for the first time in a resolution 
adopted at the NEA’s 1962 Representative Assembly.55 At that assembly, NEA leadership pushed local 
affiliates to return to their districts and “formalize those negotiation procedures already in use by 
preparing written documents recognizing the right of teachers to negotiate with their employers and 
outlining the procedures by which the negotiation should take place.”56 

By 1965, the NEA’s national office had received more than 350 formal negotiation (i.e., collective 
bargaining) agreements from its local affiliates.57 Further, the Urban Project developed a model 
state statute setting out the NEA’s preferred mode of “professional negotiation” for use by its state 
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affiliates in drafting collective bargaining statutes for teacher unions.58 Between 1963 and 1965, thirty-
six school systems held union representation elections, with the NEA winning in twenty-three and the 
AFT winning in thirteen.59 As a NEA historian characterized its battle with the AFT during the era of 
nascent public-sector unionism, NEA staff were “certain that the NEA’s survival as the dominant voice 
for American teachers depended upon our 
ability to win the representation elections and 
out-negotiate the AFT.”60

Underlining the NEA’s abandonment of its 
one-time role as a disinterested advocate for 
furthering education throughout the United 
States, the NEA’s energetic entry into unionism 
on behalf of teachers and similarly situated 
public school employees led the American 
Association of School Administrators, which 
had joined with the National Teachers 
Association to form the NEA in 1870, to depart 
the organization after over a century of partnership.61 This split signaled the discomfort among some 
of the NEA’s allies with its newfound “us versus them” strategy. Within the transformed NEA, teacher 
pay and rights were now the focus; teacher professionalism (the reason for the NEA’s federal charter) 
and the best interests of students became afterthoughts.

Government policy toward public-sector employee collective bargaining also changed.  In 1962, 
President John F. Kennedy signed Executive Order 10988, which granted federal employees the right to 
join labor organizations that engage in collective bargaining with the government on their behalf.62 In 
the past sixty years, states have followed suit: by 2022, according to an analysis by the Commonwealth 
Foundation, twenty-four states required agencies to engage in collective bargaining with teacher 
unions, while twenty states permitted such bargaining.63 

This explosion of union activity in school systems has allowed the NEA and AFT to increase their 
memberships and revenues, contribute money and volunteers to federal, state, and local races, and 
steer educational policymaking at all levels of government. Once these organizations had committed 
to collective bargaining as a strategy to negotiate policies with the school districts, the logical next 
step for both was to use their access to vast financial resources to elect the officials with whom they 
negotiate.

C. Political Activity

Aside from its receipt of a federal charter, the only considerable legislative achievement the NEA could 
claim in its first hundred years was the establishment of a federal department of education in 1867.64 
That department was charged solely with collecting “statistics and facts as shall show the condition 
and progress of education in the several States and Territories” and publicizing such information 
throughout the country.65 This success was short-lived, as just a year later, Congress downgraded the 
department to an Office of Education under the supervision of the Department of the Interior.66
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Despite this setback, the creation of a cabinet-level federal department of education remained on 
the NEA’s legislative agenda, along with a continuing call for increased federal funding of schools 
and teachers. These recommendations sometimes made their way into legislative proposals. In 1918, 
for example, the so-called Smith-Towner Bill, which did not pass, included recommendations of the 
NEA’s National Commission on the Emergency in Education to reorganize the Office of Education as 
a cabinet-level agency responsible for all federal education programs.67 Beginning in 1920 and until 
it was absorbed by a standing committee on legislation in 1972, the NEA’s Legislative Commission 
continued this push for a cabinet-level department of education, as well as for Congress to increase 
federal aid to schools and teachers.68

Another important development foreshadowing the emergence of today’s politicized NEA was its 
establishment in the early 1940s of a National Commission for the Defense of Democracy Through 
Education.69 This commission’s work consisted mainly of investigating teacher dismissals at the 
invitation of state and local associations while advocating for tenure and academic freedom laws and 
attacking critics of the status quo in the public school system.70 In the words of one NEA historian, 
“In its first year, [the Commission] helped manage school campaigns in Omaha and Kenosha, 
investigated individuals and organizations who were critical of public schools, conducted regional 
conferences, set up local defense committees, and campaigned for increased salaries for teachers.”71 
The Commission’s combative efforts included high-profile political bouts. In 1944, it criticized Mayor 
F. H. La Guardia for “interfering” with the New York City Board of Education.72 Its 1945 report 
characterizing the Chicago Public Schools as “the worst educational situation in the United States” 
resulted in the expulsion of the superintendent from the NEA and the resignation of members of the 
local school board.73

The increasing frequency of the NEA’s forays into school systems and policymaking allowed it to flex 
its political muscle and, at the federal level, to contribute to the fulfillment of one of its foundational 
legislative goals with Congress’s passage of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965, 
which threw open the gates to substantial federal funding of K–12 public schools.74 This high-profile 
political victory, however, invited scrutiny from the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) and signaled 
the end of the NEA’s tax-exempt status under Section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code (IRC) 
later that decade. In response to IRS inquiries relating to the eligibility of donors to claim their NEA 
contributions as tax-deductible in light of the NEA’s increasing political thrust, the NEA abandoned 
its tax-exempt status under Section 501(c)(3) and agreed to classification as a “business league” 
under IRC Section 501(c)(6).75  It was subsequently classified as a “labor organization” under Section 
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501(c)(5).76 While donors can no longer deduct their contributions to the NEA from their annual 
tax burden, this designation permits the NEA to continue to claim exemption from taxation of its 
income.77

Having thrown off the limitations imposed by its tax-exempt status, the NEA quickly became a 
political juggernaut. In 1969, the NEA staked out a public position for the first time on a nominee to 
the U.S. Supreme Court, successfully opposing President Nixon’s nomination of Clement Haynsworth; 
a few months later, it helped sink the nomination of G. Harrold Carswell to the same position.78 
In 1972, the NEA Representative Assembly approved a motion instructing its president to create a 
procedure for endorsing a presidential candidate in the 1976 election and authorized a contribution 
of one dollar to be added to NEA membership dues—extracted from each member unless he or she 
requested a refund—to fund the organization’s new political action committee, NEA-PAC.79

At the NEA Representative Assembly in 1973, when the body authorized the first cash contributions 
for political action, NEA President Helen Wise outlined the organization’s strategy to interfere in the 
country’s political system: 

We will initiate a grass roots campaign that will bring about the victories that we 
must have in 1976, and if that means building a war chest to get friends of education 
elected—then we need to keep the old lid open and continue to plunk in the money. . . . 
One thing is certain—the NEA will never again sit out a national election.80

The NEA put these formidable resources into play as it backed presidential candidate Jimmy Carter 
in the 1976 election.81 After his election, President Carter, in return, backed the NEA’s long-time call 
for the establishment of a cabinet-level department of 
education. Congress approved and the president signed 
into law the establishment of this department in 1979.82 
Unlike the department of education of 1867, this one 
has had staying power, as well as a broad mandate 
that goes well beyond the collection of statistics, no 
doubt due to the powerful influence of the NEA over 
presidents and federal lawmakers who have clamored 
for the union’s support.

The organization to which Congress granted a federal charter in 1906 “to elevate the character” 
of the teaching profession had become a political powerhouse, with a cabinet-level department to 
demonstrate its electoral muscle and serve as a foundation for future lobbying efforts.  

IV. Today’s NEA: “[A]dvancing racial justice and social justice in 
education”83

When it received a federal charter in 1906, the NEA was a membership organization devoted 
to creating a profession dedicated to teaching. The underlying belief was that professionalizing 
teaching would lead to improvements in instruction and learning, as well as to improved educational 
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opportunities and outcomes for all students across the United States. 

No more. The NEA is now the nation’s largest labor union, with thousands of affiliates that heavily 
influence education policy at all levels. Through a web of collective bargaining, lobbying, candidate 
contributions, campaign volunteers, and electoral politics, the NEA’s system elects candidates, 
invariably Democrats, who are loyal to its agenda of more money for, and less accountability from, 
public schools.

By the end of the reporting period for its 2021–22 annual report filed with the U.S. Department of 
Labor, the NEA had 2,871,908 members as of August 2022—nearly 2.5 million of whom were actively 
working.84 With dues set at $202 per member on top of state and local charges,85 it reported annual 

revenue of over $600 million.86 It reported 
spending nearly $38 million of these dues on 
“representational activities” and even more—
nearly $42 million—on “political activities.”87 
The latter reported number—a mere 7 percent 
of the total revenue of an organization 
embedded in electoral politics at every level of 
government—reveals the NEA’s utter lack of 
transparency and likely does not come close to 
capturing the true amount of political spending 
by the NEA of its membership dues. The union 
conceals much of this political spending in the 

approximately $120 million of “Contributions, Gifts, and Grants” for 2021–22,88 much of which has 
been shown in past reporting cycles to have gone to groups engaged in political activities.89 With 
regard to membership dues spending by the NEA and its state and local affiliates across the country 
during the 2021–22 reporting cycle, the Commonwealth Foundation reports that approximately $108 
million of this spending was political in nature.90

The Commonwealth Foundation has also revealed that, on top of these membership dues 
expenditures, NEA-affiliated federal political action committee (PAC) expenditures totaled over $51 
million.91 NEA state and local PAC spending exceeded $54 million.92 

Nearly all of this massive amount of money 
goes to help elect candidates of the Democratic 
Party. For instance, according to political 
spending data compiled on OpenSecrets.org, 
the political contributions by the NEA and its 
affiliates to Democratic or liberal candidates and 
organizations totaled 99.8 percent of their total 
political expenditures in the 2021–22 election 
cycle.93 98.7 percent of the money spent by NEA 
PACs and other affiliates in federal congressional 
campaigns during the 2021–22 cycle supported 
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Democrat candidates.94 Members of Congress who granted 
the NEA a federal charter in 1906 were unaware that 
they were unwittingly placing their seal of approval on 
what would become a partisan piggy bank for Democratic 
candidates in today’s elections.

This partisan campaign war chest is the inevitable result 
of the NEA’s transformation into a political behemoth with 
a collective-bargaining footprint in school districts across 
America. In 1906, the NEA’s federal charter set two clear 
objectives for the organization: “to elevate the character and 
advance the interests of the profession of teaching” and “to 
promote the cause of education in the United States.” Now, 
the association’s constitution includes as organizational 
objectives commitments to “promote, support and defend 
public employees’ right to collective bargaining,” “unite 
educational employees for effective citizenship,” and 
“promote and protect human and civil rights.”95 Its 2022–24 
Strategic Plan includes among its “core values” calls for a 
“Just Society” and “Collective Action,” the latter of which 
the document justifies on the basis that, “[a]s education 
professionals, we improve both our professional status and 
the quality of public education when we unite and advocate 
collectively.”96

Demonstrating both the heft of the organization’s financial 
resources and its abandonment of its original commitments, 
the union’s current strategic plan commits the NEA to 
spending nearly $100 million on lobbying over a two-year 
period; installing pro-union legislators, executive officials, 
and judges to the exclusion of those who oppose “the rights 
of workers”; and “foster[ing] social, racial, and economic 
justice.”97

The NEA leadership’s particular obsession with “racial 
justice,” a notion that permeates the organization’s policies 
and priorities, conflicts with its founding purpose as a 
congressionally chartered corporation. As a report from 
the Freedom Foundation points out, the NEA’s constitution 
mandates that “ethnic minorities” make up one-fifth of the 
organization’s board of directors, and in case the NEA does 
not elect a president who is an “ethnic minority” in eleven 
years, the constitution requires “legally permissible” action to 
put someone from such a minority group in office.98
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The NEA’s strategic plan devotes more than $33 million over two years to its goal “to enhance the 
advancement of racial and social justice in education,” including by “raising awareness of the 
effects of institutional and systemic racism” (no doubt through the indoctrination of students in 
the classroom along with other means).99 The NEA’s 2022–23 policy statements include objections to 
security measures in schools (some of which are subject to gang violence and other threats) based on 
their supposed threat to racial “equity.”100 A task force report recently adopted by the NEA calls upon 
public-school teachers to weigh every decision they make based on whether it will “help counteract 
dominant patterns of white supremacy.”101 At its 2023 Representative Assembly, the NEA hosted a 
rally against state legislation that prohibits instructing children younger than eight years old about 
gender ideology and sexuality, and then adopted resolutions to that effect.102

Moreover, the NEA now plays the role of attack dog against the U.S. Supreme Court. One 2022 
resolution approved by the NEA called for rolling back the Supreme Court’s decision in Dobbs 
v. Jackson Women’s Health Organization. A proposed resolution considered at the 2023 NEA 
Representative Assembly called on the president to respond to the recent decision in Students for Fair 
Admissions v. Harvard—ending race-based college admissions—by packing the Supreme Court, which 
it characterized as “illegitimate.”103 

With regard to this and the other “New Business Items” it considered at its 2023 Representative 
Assembly, the NEA did not publicize their contents or reveal to the public which of these items it 

approved—likely due to the negative publicity 
it has received in past years in response to 
blatantly partisan, radical resolutions that often 
have nothing to do with teaching as a profession 
or the well-being and success of students. That 
an organization with a federal charter approves 
resolutions each year that are so unpopular 
with the public that it must conceal them 
behind closed doors is strong evidence of how 
far the NEA has strayed from the original vision 
of its founders.

Yet more evidence of the NEA’s abdication of its founding principles lies in the influence it wielded 
to keep schools closed during the COVID-19 pandemic and its use of state and local affiliates as 
roadblocks to in-person learning. In a letter to members of Congress in April 2020, the NEA and 
three other major public employee unions demanded at least $1 trillion in state stabilization funds, 
at least $200 billion in public education stabilization funds, increased Medicaid funding, paid sick 
leave, and more in response to the pandemic to help create a “just, equitable society.”104 It refused 
to rein in unreasonable demands by its state affiliates as a condition for sending teachers back to 
the classroom, such as the push by United Teachers Los Angeles for the abolition of standardized 
tests, defunding the police, and imposing a wealth tax. The UTLA demands led to over half a million 
students being locked out of their classrooms during the 2020–21 school year.105 

Rather than fight for the best interests of students during the pandemic, the NEA demanded more 
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funding for progressive priorities, and the results are indisputable: massive drops in reading and 
math skills,106 widening racial and socio-economic disparities in academic achievement,107 and 
increased rates of anxiety and depression among children who were shut out of their schools.108 
It is difficult to imagine how the NEA and its affiliates might have done more to undermine its 
foundational goal, as stated in its charter, “to promote the cause of education in the United States.” 
This language, ostensibly still operative in federal law, is now treated as a quaint reminder of a time 
when the NEA worked for the interests of students and their families.

In short, the NEA is no longer what it was when Congress enacted its charter and undermines the 
very goals upon which the organization was established as a federally chartered corporation.

V. One of These Charters Is Not Like the Others
Among the ninety-five organizations whose federal charters are codified as a “patriotic and national 
organization” in Title 36 of the U.S. Code, the NEA is the only labor union and by far the largest 
political advocacy group.109 The only other organization with a Title 36 charter that operates a 
PAC, according to the Freedom Foundation’s recent report, is the Society of American Florists and 
Ornamental Horticulturalists, which raised less than $24,000 during the 2019–20 election cycle 
(compared to the NEA’s $31,700,000).110 With due respect to the importance of America’s florists and 
gardeners, the influence of their dedicated organization on America’s political system is significantly 
less than that of the country’s largest labor union.

In 1997, economics professor Charles Baird exhaustively reviewed the 351 charters that Congress 
had granted since 1791 and placed them in three categories:

� corporations carrying out some federal governmental or public function; 
� private non-profit corporations which exist for patriotic, civic-improvement, 

charitable, or educational purposes; and 
� ordinary corporations organized in the District of Columbia (e.g., banks, insurance 

companies and the National Cathedral).111

The 1906 version of the NEA arguably met the standard of a nonprofit corporation that exists for 
“educational” purposes. Today’s NEA belongs in none of these categories.

VI. Recommendations for Reform
In light of the obvious mismatch between the aspirations behind the NEA’s charter and what the NEA 
has become, members of the House and Senate in the 117th Congress introduced bills that would 
have repealed the NEA’s federal charter.112 But while repealing the charter would at least rescind 
what might be interpreted as continued congressional approval of the NEA’s unabashedly political 
character, it would not discontinue or substantially alter the organization, which has an independent 
legal existence as an entity incorporated under the laws of the District of Columbia.113 

Instead, Congress should leverage the federal charter to reform the NEA. One member of the House 
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of Representatives has introduced a bill—the “Stopping Teachers Unions from Damaging Education 
Needs Today” (STUDENT) Act—based on this idea of reform over rescission.114 These proposals include 
provisions that would prevent the NEA from participating in any political or lobbying activities and 
provide an annual report to Congress.

These are good proposals; however, Congress should consider other reforms related to the structure, 
governance, and activities of the NEA so as to return it to its roots as a professional organization 
solely dedicated to the practice of teaching and the best interests of students. To that end, as statutory 
conditions of the NEA’s federal charter, Congress should: 

�	 Revamp the governance of the NEA to provide for oversight. Congress should 
establish a board of governors to ensure good governance and improved oversight of the 
NEA. Appointed by the president and confirmed by the Senate to serve staggered terms,1 
the board of governors would have the authority to review all internal documents of 
the NEA; to interview any officer, director, employee, contractor, attorney, or consultant 
of the organization; and, in a nod to modifying the 1937 legislation allowing the NEA to 
make program changes without congressional approval, to veto (by a majority vote of the 
board) any action taken by the NEA’s board of directors or its officers or their designees. 
Congress’s charge to this board of governors would be to return the NEA to the founding 
purposes as set out in 1906: “to elevate the character and advance the interests of the 
profession of teaching” and “to promote the cause of education in the United States.” 
Congress should also require the NEA to submit annually to the board of governors and 
to the appropriate committees in the House and Senate a report on the NEA’s activities, as 
well as audited financial statements. 

�	 Enforce the annual reporting requirements in the NEA’s charter retroactive to 
at least 1980. The NEA’s charter currently requires it to submit to the Department of 
Education an annual report describing its property holdings and the disposition of those 
property holdings, including the income earned from that property.115 Based on records 
requests under the Freedom of Information Act, it does not appear that the NEA has been 
complying with this responsibility at least since the Department began operations in 
1980.116 In light of this abdication by the Department and the NEA of their responsibilities 
under federal law, Congress should clarify that the Department must enforce the NEA’s 
annual reporting requirement, investigate the NEA’s past failure to file annual reports, 
and demand that the NEA file retroactive reports—at least since the Department opened 
its doors in 1980. If the NEA refuses to comply with any of these reporting requirements, 
then the law should require the Education Department to refer the matter to the 
Attorney General to seek a court order requiring the NEA to come into compliance.

i     The board could be comprised of two members of the cabinet of the president of the United States and a private citizen 
representing the interests of parents and students. The two board members from the president’s cabinet could include the 
Secretary of Labor and, assuming that the Department of Education is not abolished, the Secretary of Education. If Congress 
dissolves the Department of Education, then the Secretary of Health and Human Services, who oversees the Administration 
for Children and Families and the Administration for Community Living, could be an appropriate choice for the second 
cabinet-level member of the board. U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, “HHS Organizational Charts Office of 
Secretary and Divisions,” accessed January 16, 2024, https://www.hhs.gov/about/agencies/orgchart/index.html.

https://www.hhs.gov/about/agencies/orgchart/index.html


�	 Authorize the Attorney General to force the NEA 
to comply with its charter and related conditions. 
As proposed elsewhere,117 Congress should establish 
a mechanism to deter the NEA from violating the 
terms of its charter by requiring the U.S. Attorney 
General to file a lawsuit in federal court seeking an 
order compelling the NEA to comply with its charter 
and related statutory conditions. Additionally, 
Congress should grant the board of governors the 
right to petition the Attorney General to investigate 
any actions of the NEA that it believes violate the 
organization’s charter. In such a case, Congress 
should direct the Attorney General to investigate the 
allegations and, within sixty days, either file a lawsuit 
against the NEA seeking compliance or provide to the 
board and the NEA a written explanation of why no 
action was taken. 

�	 Restrict the NEA from engaging in political 
campaigning and lobbying activities. When it 
received its federal charter from Congress in 1906, 
the NEA was a charitable organization dedicated 
to improving education across the country. Had 
such an income tax exemption existed at the time, 
the organization would have certainly qualified for 
Section 501(c)(3) status. Congress should place a 
condition on the NEA’s federal charter to prohibit the 
organization from lobbying or influencing legislation 
as a substantial part of its activities and from 
participating in any campaign activity for or against 
political candidates—conditions placed on charitable 
organizations under Section 501(c)(3) of the U.S. Tax 
Code.118 To prevent any skirting of this requirement, 
Congress should also prohibit the NEA from entering 
any structure involving the allocation of membership 
dues with an organization (such as a state or local 
teacher union) that does not qualify for the Section 
501(c)(3) tax exemption. 

�	 Require the NEA to disclose to the public any 
business conducted at its Annual Meeting and 
Representative Assembly. The NEA describes its 
annual Representative Assembly as “[t]he world’s 
largest democratic, deliberative body,”119 but as 
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described above, it has refused in recent years to publish any of the “New Business 
Items” it considered or approved at the conference. Because no federally chartered 
corporation should be permitted to hide its political plans and expenditures from 
the public, Congress should require the NEA to publish in a conspicuous location on 
its website for each Representative Assembly all of the New Business Items and any 
other measures considered for a vote at that Representative Assembly, including 
information regarding any amendments offered to these measures in the course of the 
Representative Assembly, whether they were approved, and vote totals on amendments 
and the final measure. 

�	 Mandate that the NEA allow the public to observe the proceedings of each Annual 
Meeting and Representative Assembly. For the same reasons as those described 
above, Congress should require the NEA to allow the public to observe all sessions of its 
Annual Meeting and Representative Assembly. 

�	 Require the NEA to change its name to the National Teachers’ Association. The 
historical analysis in this report shows that the NEA has fallen woefully short of 
accomplishing its original aim of improving education in the United States. Congress 
should provide the organization a fresh start by restoring its original name, marking 
the return of the NEA’s focus to where it should have been over the course of the last 
century: teacher professionalism and improvements in education that benefit students, 
parents, and classroom teachers.

 
VII. Conclusion
The NEA’s long historical descent from idealistic promoter of the common good through education to 
massive political machine is a story of both internal and external influences.  

On the external side, the nature of education in America, along with the needs and demands of 
teachers, has changed dramatically since the NEA received its federal charter; subsequently, the 
rise of public-sector employee unions and the AFT as a competitive force in the 1960s and 1970s 
convinced NEA leadership that they must change to avoid becoming obsolete. 

Internally, the founders and initial stewards of the NEA, who focused on improving education by 
promoting professionalism in teaching, were gradually replaced by activists fixated on securing 
more and more funding for public schools—and along with that funding, more teachers and union 
members and increased teacher pay and benefits. These activists abandoned the founding ideals of 
the organization in favor of a militant approach focused on growth, wealth, power, and influence. 

Since receiving its federal charter over a century ago to “elevate the character and advance the 
interests of the profession of teaching, and to promote the cause of popular education in the United 
States,” the NEA long ago lost its way. This report provides a roadmap for Congress to ensure that the 
NEA returns to a route leading back to its founding ideals.    
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